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1 SUSY at the LHC
There are many reasons why to expect Supersymmetry (SUSY) at the TeV scale: it
solves the hierarchy problem, it provides a natural dark matter candidate, allows for
gauge coupling unification, etc. Up to now the direct searches for SUSY, mainly based
on missing transverse energy signatures have shown no significant excess over the SM
backgrounds [1]. While the actual bounds depend on many details, it is fair to say
that the gluinos and the squarks of the first and second generation have to be heavier
than 1 TeV, while the third generation squarks will be heavier than 200-300 GeV.
The stop searches (For recent strategies see [2]) will play a crucial role in determining
if SUSY is indeed a natural solution to the hierarchy problem2 .
Actually, the only requirements from naturalness [4] are a light stop (mt˜ ≤ 400−
500 GeV) and light µ (≤ 200 − 300 GeV). Such an scenario, dubbed as ”Natural
SUSY” [5] is still an open possibility. This suggests the existence of two scales,
mg˜,q˜ ≥ 1 TeV, and mt˜,b˜,χ˜ ∼ 200-400 GeV (see Ref. [6] for single-scale Natural SUSY).
The Higgs boson provides an indirect way of searching for SUSY, and the recent
discovery of a 125 GeV Higgs [7] with an enhanced diphoton rate, constrain even more
the parameter space. We recall that in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM) at tree level the lightest Higgs mass fulfills m0h ≤ mZ | cos(2β)|. The upper
bound is zero for low tan β (≈ 1), but it saturates for tan β > 10. In order to avoid
LEP constraints [10], large radiative corrections to the Higgs mass are needed. These
corrections depend strongly on several supersymmetric parameters, particularly on
the stop mass and mixing angle, and prefer large tan β and mA > 300 GeV . The
upper bound on mh in the MSSM is about 135 GeV [11].
Much theoretical work has been focused in a 125 GeV Higgs in supersymmetric
theories (see e.g [8]). In brief, it is possible to obtain such a Higgs mass in the MSSM,
but this only happens for specific values of the soft parameters (e.g large stop mixing,
1work done in collaboration with Marcela Carena and Eduardo Ponto´n.
2After this talk was given, the LHC collaborations have presented results of their stop searches [3],
that do not alter the conclusions of the present discussion.
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large tan β, large mA). The other important question is whether such a 125 GeV
Higgs boson could have the observed rates to γγ and ZZ. This can be achieved, for
instance, by having a light stau in the spectrum [9].
However, the Higgs can be pointing us toward more generic SUSY scenarios. On
one hand the large tan β region is excluded by τ+τ− searches and, on the other hand
low tan β is excluded due to the upper bound on mh. This does not need to be the case
in general extensions of the MSSM, and thus the Higgs sector provides information
about beyond the MSSM (BMSSM) dynamics.
2 Going Beyond: the BMSSM
Extending the MSSM Higgs sector with dimension 5 operators, one finds [12]
W = µHuHd +
ω1
2M
(1 + α1X)(HuHd)
2 , (1)
where α1 and ω1 are dimensionless, order one parameters,X = msθ
2 is the so called
”spurion superfield”, that parameterizes SUSY breaking. In this talk we take µ =
ms = 200 GeV and M = 1 TeV, and we choose At = 0 (no mixing in the stop sector).
The consequences of Eq. (1) for the Higgs potential have been studied in [13].
At order 1/M2, one has many more new operators [14, 15]. The collider phe-
nomenology of dimension-six operators was studied in detail in Refs. [16, 17]. Here
we will show a few selected results.
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Figure 1: (a) Experimentally allowed points in the mh−mH plane, requiring mh ∈ [123-127]
GeV and (b) Rate to γγ vs Rate to ZZ for tanβ = 2.
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Figure 2: a) Experimentally allowed points in the mh−mH plane, requiring mh ∈ [123-127]
GeV and (b) Rate to γγ vs Rate to ZZ for tanβ = 20.
In Fig. 1 we show our scan restricted to mh ∈ [123− 127] GeV, for tan β = 2. In
the left panel we show the mh −mH plane, while in the right panel we present the
rates (cross section times branching ratio) into γγ and ZZ. From the left panel we
see that a Higgs boson h being tested in the diphoton channel could be accompanied
by a 150 GeV H boson, and thus there is no need for large mA. Of course this H
boson would be mostly gaugephobic, and thus it might be very hard to test it at the
LHC. From the right panel we see that the ZZ and γγ branching fractions are highly
correlated, and that we can not achieve a rate to photons larger than in the SM case.
In Fig. 2 we show the same plot as in Fig. 1, but for tan β = 20. We see that now
points where h is tested by the diphoton channel require mH > 200 GeV, while for
the MSSM one would have mH > 300 GeV. In this case one can obtain rates into the
diphoton channel that are larger than in the SM. The two channels are, again, highly
correlated since the main contribution to h→ γγ in the SM comes from the W loop.
In Ref. [18] a 125 GeV Higgs in the BMSSM framework was studied with a larger
detail, scanning over tan β and also including the large stop mixing case. It was found
that the γγ and ZZ channel are correlated, but the large stop mixing case changes
the slope between the two rates. Hence a rate to ZZ consistent with the SM allows
for an enhancement of the γγ rate of about 1.5 times the SM one.
To sum up we have seen that while the MSSM can accommodate a 125 GeV
Higgs boson, this requires large stop mixing, large values of mA and large tan β.
The BMSSM allows for more freedom in the supersymmetric parameter space, and
in particular opens up the low tan β region. We have also seen that the SUSY soft
parameters are crucial to disentangle the ZZ and γγ channels, if this excess becomes
3
significant in the future.
I am grateful to PLHC 2012 organizers for the invitation to present this material,
and for a very nice atmosphere during the conference.
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